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Figure 1. We define and compare cursor-based interactions that support non-visual attention to items within a complex visual scene: (a) window cursor, 
in which the user moves the device itself to scan the scene and receives information about what is in the center of the image; (b) vertical window cursor, 
a variation of window cursor that sacrifices the granularity on the vertical axis, but potentially facilitates locating the direction of a specific object; (c) 
finger cursor, in which the user moves their finger on the real world object they want to access and receives information about details near (or under) 
their fingertip; and (d) touch cursor, in which the visual scene is brought onto the device screen and the user moves their finger on the touchscreen to 
receive information about what they touch on the live camera image. 

ABSTRACT 
The human visual system processes complex scenes to focus 
attention on relevant items. However, blind people cannot 
visually skim for an area of interest. Instead, they use a com
bination of contextual information, knowledge of the spatial 
layout of their environment, and interactive scanning to find 
and attend to specific items. In this paper, we define and com
pare three cursor-based interactions to help blind people attend 
to items in a complex visual scene: window cursor (move their 
phone to scan), finger cursor (point their finger to read), and 
touch cursor (drag their finger on the touchscreen to explore). 
We conducted a user study with 12 participants to evaluate the 
three techniques on four tasks, and found that: window cur
sor worked well for locating objects on large surfaces, finger 
cursor worked well for accessing control panels, and touch 
cursor worked well for helping users understand spatial lay
outs. A combination of multiple techniques will likely be best 
for supporting a variety of everyday tasks for blind users. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The development and prevalence of computer vision has 
brought tremendous changes to blind people’s lives. For exam
ple, current computer vision systems can collect images taken 
by blind users as input, then analyze the images to produce an 
audio stream of information extracted (e.g., Seeing AI, OrCam, 
etc.) However, visual scenes often contain large amounts of 
information. While an audio overview such as a scene de
scription can be helpful as a summary, humans often need 
detailed information about specific parts of the visual scene. 
For blind people, focusing is not straightforward. Because 
they cannot see the image, they do not know what is contained 
within the image, and cannot simply visually skim and point 
to an area of interest. Instead, blind people use a combination 
of contextual information, knowledge of the spatial layout of 
their environment, as well as interactive scanning to find and 
attend to specific items [22]. For example, blind people apply 
this strategy for locating an object on the table, reading and 
accessing buttons on an appliance control panel, interpreting 
documents and signs, or learning the spatial layout of a scene. 

Cursor-based interactions are defined by how users indicate 
a region of the image to attend to. This can be done in many 
ways, e.g., by the current camera frame (or a region within it), 
by the location of a finger tip in the real world, or by a touch 
point on the device’s touchscreen. Once a region is indicated, 
information and feedback relative to the cursor position are 
provided, e.g., by speaking out the names of items or text in 
the cursor region. Users can explore based on the feedback. 
The cursor affects how easily they can query for certain types 
of information and within which types of visual scenes. 
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To explore this concept, we implemented three cursor-based in
teractions to help blind users attend to items within a complex 
visual scene (Figure 1), including: (i) window cursor, in which 
the user moves the device to scan the scene and receives infor
mation at the center of the camera, similar to VizWiz::LocateIt 
[3]; (ii) finger cursor, in which the user moves their finger on 
the real world object they want to access and receives informa
tion near their fingertip, similar to VizLens [8]; (iii) and touch 
cursor, in which the user moves their finger on the touchscreen 
and receives information of the relative location on the live 
camera image, similar to RegionSpeak [28]. 

Prior work has explored the concepts of the three cursor-based 
interactions individually, and suggested that different cursors 
might be more or less appropriate for certain tasks. In this 
paper, we contribute a study with 12 visually impaired partici
pants where we first implemented the cursor-based interaction 
techniques, and formally compared the three techniques across 
a series of tasks that are representative of blind people’s daily 
routines, including (i) locating an object in the environment, 
(ii) interpreting documents and signs, (iii) manipulating an 
appliance interface, and (iv) learning about their surroundings. 

Our study results revealed that: 

•	 Window cursor works well for locating objects on larger 
surfaces, but does not work well for small and fine-grained 
tasks. Blind users generally liked this one the most, as it 
was the simplest to use, and required the least amount of 
coordination. 

•	 Finger cursor works well for accessing appliance control 
panels, but does not work well in pointing at remote objects 
in 3D space. Most users needed good instructions for this 
technique. 

•	 Touch cursor works well for understanding the layout of a 
scene or document, but does not work well when mapping 
2D screen locations is required to take actions on real-world 
objects (grabbing an object, pushing a button). 

•	 A combination of multiple techniques will likely be best 
for supporting a variety of everyday tasks that blind users 
encounter. 

The primary contributions of this paper are: (i) empirical 
results from a user study that expose the pros and cons of 
each technique on a variety of tasks based on real-world use 
cases, and (ii) design implications to apply and combine these 
techniques to support non-visual exploration. The study con
tributes understanding on how to best support blind people to 
extract visual information from the real world. 

RELATED WORK 
Our work is related to prior work on making visual informa
tion accessible with computer vision. The three cursor-based 
interactions that we define and study in this paper have been 
incorporated in various ways in prior research studies and 
products, although their use and trade-offs in different con
texts have not been previously studied. 

Computer Vision for Accessibility 
The development and prevalence of computer vision has 
brought tremendous changes to blind people’s lives. For ex
ample, current computer vision algorithms can collect images 
that blind users take as input, analyze the images, and produce 
an audio stream of extracted information as output. 

Many systems have been developed to help blind people read 
visual text via OCR [6]. For instance, the KNFB Reader [12] 
is a popular application for iOS that helps users frame text in 
the camera’s view, and then reads text that is captured. Other 
systems have been built to help blind people recognize faces 
[18, 19], identify products [14, 18, 19], count money notes 
[13, 18], or read the LCD panels on appliances [7, 16, 24]. 

Recently, deep learning approaches have been applied to gen
eral object recognition and scene description, in products such 
as Aipoly [1] and Microsoft’s “Seeing AI” [19]. For example, 
Seeing AI [19] provides functionalities for blind users to take a 
picture and get an overview description of the captured scene. 

While an overview such as a scene description can be helpful 
as a summary, humans often need focused information about 
one or more parts of the visual scene, which often contains 
large amounts of information. Generally, prior approaches 
have assumed that there would be a primary target in the 
camera’s field of view. However, the interaction to attend to 
specific targets has not been made explicit. In response to this, 
prior work has explored various ways in assisting blind users 
attend to specific items within a complex visual scene. 

Window Cursor Applications 
A natural way to capture the information users want in a 
photograph is to move the camera around until the intended 
part of the photograph is contained within the frame. Several 
prior systems have been developed to help blind people take 
better photographs, since acquiring a high-quality photograph 
is often a prerequisite for further computer vision processing 
[9, 15, 25, 26, 27]. 

The challenge for these systems is both ensuring that some 
frame captured by the camera actually contains the object 
of interest, and developing an approach to alerting the user 
or automatically capturing the image when that occurs. For 
example, EasySnap [9, 26] reads out locations of faces and pre
registered objects in the field of view, and guides blind users to 
move their phone to take a better picture. VizWiz::LocateIt [3] 
allows blind people to ask for assistance in finding a specific 
object. Users first send an overview picture and a description 
of the item of interest to crowd workers, who outline the object 
in the overview picture. Computer vision on the phone then 
helps direct users to the specific object. In [25], an image 
composition model is used to provide aiming feedback, and 
the system automatically saves the best image captured. Scan 
Search [27] automatically extracts key frames from a continu
ous camera video stream, and identifies the most significant 
object inside the picture. This way, blind users can scan for 
objects of interest and hear potential results in real time. 

Our window cursor interaction is similar to these techniques 
in that visually impaired users hold and move their phone to 



scan the environment, then get real-time feedback about the 
objects and their locations in the field of view. 

Finger Cursor Applications 
Various projects have experimented with having visually im
paired users use their fingers to access real world objects and 
information. In this interaction, the user’s finger provides a 
direct connection to the item in the physical space. 

Several projects use finger-worn cameras to read text and 
explore surroundings with computer vision. Fingerreader [21] 
assists blind users with reading printed text on the go with a 
finger-worn device. EyeRing similarly leverages a finger-worn 
camera to interpret immediate surroundings [17]. 

Other projects use cameras placed in the environment. Access 
Lens reads physical documents and lets a blind person listen 
to and interact with them [11]. In the direct touch interaction 
mode, Access Lens tracks the user’s fingertip and speaks the 
text closest to it, which enables blind users to read previously 
inaccessible documents simply by touching them. Talkit [20] 
enables blind users to access 3D printed models with their 
finger and get audio cues about what is underneath their finger. 

Using hand-held and head-mounted cameras, VizLens [8] 
fuses crowdsourcing and computer vision to interactively help 
blind people use inaccessible interfaces in the real world. Sim
ilar to a screen reader, VizLens provides feedback on what is 
beneath a user’s finger. OrCam is a product that uses a head-
mounted camera to make available various computer vision 
applications targeting low vision people [18]. Specifically, 
blind users point their finger at or on an object they want to 
recognize, then pull it away for a picture to be snapped. 

The reason these projects used finger-based interactions is 
likely because the user’s finger provides a direct connection 
to the item being explored and accessed in the physical space, 
and after locating the specific target, objects can be directly 
manipulated. Our finger cursor interaction is similar to these 
techniques, in that visually impaired users move their finger 
on the real world object they want to access, and get feedback 
about what is near their fingertip. 

Touch Cursor Applications 
Prior research has explored having visually impaired people 
use touchscreens to access mobile devices. In this interaction, 
the user drags a finger along the touchscreen or performs 
accessible gestures to navigate through information, or learn 
the spatial layout of documents and scenes. 

Slide Rule developed multi-touch gestures that could control 
touchscreens non-visually [10], which informed the VoiceOver 
screen reader on iOS, and the TalkBack screen reader on An
droid. RegionSpeak [28] enables spatial exploration of the 
layout of objects in a photograph using a touchscreen. Users 
send a photo (or multiple stitched photos) to have the crowd 
label all of the objects in the photo. Users can then explore 
the photo on a touchscreen to learn about the spatial layout. 

The reason these projects used touchscreen-based interactions 
is likely because the information can be easily represented 
digitally on the mobile device, fine-grained touch movements 

or accessible gestures can be used, and physically touching the 
object is not necessary or possible (due to proximity) for ac
cessing the information. Our touch cursor interaction is similar 
to these techniques, in that visually impaired users drag one 
finger around the touchscreen to explore the content captured 
by the camera and mapped to the touchscreen dimensions. 

To summarize, we implemented three cursor-based interaction 
techniques inspired by prior work for visually impaired users 
to get filtered and focused feedback from raw computer vision 
output. Different from prior work that focused on individual 
techniques to solve specific usage scenarios, we performed a 
thorough study to compare these techniques and understand 
their effectiveness for a variety of real-world tasks. 

CURSOR-BASED INTERACTIONS 
The cursor-based interaction concept involves: (i) indication 
of a cursor region, (ii) more focused information and feedback 
relative to the cursor, and (iii) further user exploration based 
on the feedback. We introduce three cursor-based interaction 
modes for different usage scenarios, created based on prior 
work. More specifically, a cursor is defined by three features: 
(i) cursor center location, (ii) cursor shape, which defines the 
region of the cursor, also drawn on the camera view, and (iii) 
cursor affinity function, which defines the relationship between 
the cursor/entity bounding boxes produced by computer vision 
models, and the conditions for entities to be read out. 

Mobile Application 
The mobile application is implemented in Java for the Android 
platform. The backend of the app runs a series of computer 
vision recognizers including object identification, face detec
tion, landmark detection, food identification, optical charac
ter recognition (OCR), etc. These recognizers output entity 
bounding boxes with their labels, which are then read out 
sequentially through an audio stream. Since the speed of 
individual recognizers is quite slow (e.g., OCR is ~1fps), op
tical trackers are used to maintain the rough locations of the 
bounding boxes between two processing frames. 

We also included two earcons [4], which are brief and dis
tinctive sound cues that provide additional context around the 
cursor region. When there are entities in the camera’s field of 
view but are not worth being read out through Text-To-Speech 
(TTS), the “entity-in-view” earcon is played to indicate that 
the camera is generally aimed in the right direction. When 
the user’s finger is in the field of view, the “finger-in-view” 
earcon is played to indicate that the camera and their finger 
are generally aimed in the right direction. 

Window Cursor Mode 
Window cursor mode announces entities in the center of the 
image. This potentially helps users find objects by moving 
their phone to scan the scene. 

For this mode, the cursor center location is the center of the 
camera image, and the shape of the cursor is a small rectangle 
proportional to the camera image size. Entities are read out 
if the center of the entity is within the cursor bounding box. 
As illustrated in Figure 2a, the left entity is read out, while the 
right one is not. Note that the right entity also overlaps with 



Figure 2. Illustrations of cursor-based interactions: (a) window cursor, (b) vertical window cursor, (c) finger cursor, and (d) touch cursor. 

Figure 3. Screenshots of cursor-based interactions in different use cases: (a) window cursor, (b) vertical window cursor, (c) finger cursor, and (d) touch 
cursor. Colored bounding boxes show the recognized OCR results, the cursor region is drawn as a transparent overlay, while the rest of the image is 
covered with a semi-transparent dark overlay. 

the cursor bounding box — if there is one entity bounding 
box that is much larger than the others and overlaps the others, 
then it is undesirable to always say the large one; while the 
center of focus should be the smaller ones. For example, if 
there are multiple objects (laptop, mouse, water bottle) on a 
table, when the user scans their device over the table, always 
speaking “table” may not be relevant to the task of locating 
the mouse. On the camera view (Figure 3), the cursor region 
is drawn as transparent, while the rest of the image is covered 
with a semi-transparent dark overlay. 

Another variation of the window cursor shape is a vertical 
slit box in the middle of the screen (Figure 2b). This change 
sacrifices the granularity of entities on the vertical axis, but 
potentially makes it easier for the user to scan the scene in one 
direction to quickly locate the direction of a specific object the 
user wishes to find. 

Finger Cursor Mode 
Finger cursor mode announces entities near the user’s fingertip 
in the scene. This potentially helps users identify objects, read 
documents, and use appliance control panels. This interaction 
is similar to OrCam’s MyEye [18], and Access Lens [11]. 

For this mode, the center location of the finger cursor is above 
the user’s topmost fingertip location in the camera image, and 
the shape of the cursor is a small rectangle proportional to the 
camera image size. The reason for the cursor location being 

above the fingertip is, when the user’s finger is covering an 
object or a piece of text, our system will not be able to read 
it. For use cases such as appliance access, it might be more 
natural to provide direct feedback of what is underneath the 
finger, similar to how a screen reader works. Techniques such 
as keeping a memory of the entities in the scene and using 
reference images for computing homography would help to 
solve this problem (e.g., VizLens [8]). 

Entities are read out if the center of the entity is within the 
cursor bounding box. As illustrated in Figure 2c, the left entity 
is read out, while the right one is not. 

Touch Cursor Mode 
Touch cursor mode announces entities at the user’s touch point 
on the screen. This potentially helps users explore and under
stand the spatial layout of a scene or document. The interaction 
is similar to the Explore by Touch in VoiceOver, TalkBack and 
RegionSpeak [28]. 

For this mode, the center location of the touch cursor is the 
user’s touch point location on the touchscreen mapped to the 
camera image coordinate system, and the shape of the cursor 
is a small rectangle proportional to the camera image size. 
Entities are read out if the center of the entity is within the 
cursor bounding box. As illustrated in Figure 2d, the left entity 
is read out, while the right one is not. 



USER STUDY 
The goal of the user study was to better understand how the 
cursor-based interactions perform for various use cases. The 
user study sought to answer the following research questions: 

• What are the strengths and limitations of each cursor? 

• Which cursor is the most or least appropriate for each task? 

•	 How well does the user build a mental model of the 3D 
visual scene from the auditory feedback? 

Participants and Apparatus 
We recruited 12 participants (6 male, 6 female) through online 
postings. Among the 12, 9 of them were blind and 3 were low 
vision users; 5 were in the age range of 25-34 and 7 were in 
the age range of 35-54; 11 had at least a bachelor’s degree, 
and the other one had a professional diploma; 6 were currently 
working at a tech company, 4 were working at schools or 
banks, and 2 were not currently employed; 11 had used screen 
reader before; and 11 had been either blind or low vision for 
18+ years, while the other one had been blind for 3-6 years. 

We implemented the three cursor-based interaction modes and 
installed the application on an Android device. To control for 
recognizer performance in the study, we only included tasks 
that involved text labels, and only used an OCR recognizer to 
provide feedback to the user. We also kept the cursor regions 
of the techniques the same size for direct comparison. The 
users were provided with a plastic pouch to carry the device 
around their neck. However, they would decide whether or not 
to use it. We compared cursor methods within the same overall 
system, controlling for many variables, including cursor size, 
affinity function, and recognizer performance. Though they 
may not be optimal, our implementations were sufficient to 
generate useful in-depth insights about user experience. 

Procedure 
The user study contained three stages. In the first stage, we 
conducted discovery interviews to better understand each par
ticipant’s background and needs. In the second stage, we 
asked each user to complete four tasks with the three cur
sor modes to observe the usability and pain points of each 
method. Following each task, we asked users about their 
experience completing the task and asked them to rate “Of 
the 3 methods for this task, which one did you most prefer? 
Least prefer?” In the third stage, after users had completed all 
tasks, we conducted semi-structured interviews to ask them 
about their overall experience. The interview sessions were 
audio-recorded and the task sessions were video-recorded. 

Tasks 
The task session took 35-45 minutes. We designed four tasks 
representative of daily activities people engage in using eye
sight (Figure 4). Tasks were designed based on prior work 
[2, 8, 11, 15, 28], and in consultation with blind participants 
through pilot interviews, where we asked about daily tasks that 
were difficult to complete without sighted help, information 
they felt they were missing out on, as well as situations that 
made them feel curious about the environment. The scenarios 
were also confirmed by participants in study stage 1. 

We then carefully designed the tasks to be authentic and in
volving edge cases. In the first task, participants were asked to 
locate a specific object on the table, such as glasses. We also 
intentionally included food and knife on a kitchen table so that 
participants would not use their hands to directly touch and 
explore as they normally do. In the second task, participants 
were asked to interpret documents and signs, e.g., find the 
time and date of an event on a printed poster. For the third 
task, participants were asked to manipulate an interface, e.g., 
press a button sequence on a flat and unlabeled appliance con
trol panel. For the last task, participants were asked to learn 
about their surroundings, e.g., explore an unfamiliar environ
ment and identify what and where are the objects around them. 
These tasks generally require sighted assistance. 

When blind people first come to an unfamiliar space, they 
need to learn about the surroundings. To effectively operate 
in a space, blind people need to first locate objects, and then 
interpret the objects or interact with them. Among the four 
tasks, environment exploration and object location requires 3D 
understanding and navigation, interface manipulation requires 
2D understanding and navigation, and document interpretation 
requires the least spatial navigation. 

We asked participants to complete the tasks with each of 
the three cursor methods (window cursor, finger cursor, and 
touch cursor). The sequence of the three cursor methods were 
counter-balanced across four tasks. All users completed the 
tasks in the same order. The task instructions are listed below. 

Task 1: You are at a family gathering, and your aunt calls in 
after she left because she thinks that she forgot her glasses on 
the kitchen table. Could you find them for her? 

Task 2: You’ve just stepped into a cafe for an iced drink, and 
the barista mentions they will be hosting live music this month 
to the person ahead of you. The schedule is on the bulletin 
board. Can you find and read the schedule? 

Task 3: You’ve purchased a variety pack of fancy popcorn 
and each flavor needs to be warmed in the microwave for a 
very precise amount of time. The first requires 2 minutes and 
49 seconds of cooking. Can you enter 2-4-9 on the microwave 
panel, then click the start button? Repeat for [3:17 + start], 
and again for [5:08 + start]. 

Task 4: A friend of yours is babysitting her niece for the day, 
and she invited you to join them at the petting zoo. You are 
standing in the centre of the park, and you hear her niece 
giggling. What animals are in the zoo? Where are they? 

Methods 
We took a qualitative approach when analyzing participants’ 
responses in stage 2 and 3 of the study. Quantitative measures 
were used in prior work to evaluate individual cursors. We 
instead complement prior work with qualitative approaches, 
which is vital for gathering in-depth insights into user experi
ence necessary for generating meaningful design implications. 

We transcribed the video and audio recordings. We used a line-
by-line coding approach [5] and synthesized the main concepts 
from the task sessions and subsequent interviews. We also 



Figure 4. Study setup comparing the cursor techniques across a series of tasks representative of blind people’s daily routines, including (a) locating an 
object in the environment, (b) interpreting documents and signs, (c) manipulating an appliance interface, and (d) learning about their surroundings. 

selected user feedback quotes which are indicative of issues 
in the system and could inform future designs. Furthermore, 
we considered the diversity of participants (i.e., not all quotes 
should come from P2), the diversity of problems addressed, 
and the clarity of meaning when selecting these quotes. 

RESULTS 
We now detail the user study results. We first present findings 
regarding the 9 blind users. For each task, we discuss user 
feedback and report preference rating responses for each cur
sor method. We then present results regarding the 3 low vision 
users. Finally, we summarize the key takeaways. 

Task: Locate an Object 
In this task, we aim to answer the question, “Can users leverage 
window cursor, touch cursor, or finger cursor to locate an 
object?” The results suggest that window cursor is the best 
among the three, with 7 most prefer, 1 neutral, and 1 least 
prefer in response to the preference rating. 

Window Cursor 
Users enjoyed that window cursor only required one hand, and 
rated it as the most comfortable. However, we noticed that 
users generally had a poor sense of angular alignment, making 
the task of inferring real-world position difficult. For example, 
P2 found the window to be small; P4 and P7 found it hard to 
aim the camera at a correct angle. 

Why is it not telling me anything when it sees text? (Be
cause the window is not over the text) Oh... could they 
make that window bigger? (P2) 

It’s like you have really narrow vision... You have to scan 
systematically left and then right. (P7) 

It’s hard to tell if I’m actually tilting it or not... So techni
cally speaking, holding it flat is tough. (P4) 

Finger Cursor 
Finger cursor was not found to be successful for this task. 
Users thought the involvement of their finger was unnecessary. 

That’s a foolish way of doing things, I’m sorry to say this. 
It’s just redundant. Have you ever seen a blind person 
pointing their finger at something? (P11) 

Many blind users had a tough time aligning both the objects 
and their finger in the camera’s field-of-view. The “finger
in-view” earcon was generally not trusted, since the false 
positives were frustrating for many participants. 

It’s tougher because getting my finger in the camera view 
is what I’m finding to be hard... I would have to move 
both simultaneously. (P4) 

I think it’s also very tiring... I would have to be super 
motivated to find out whether that was jam or not. (P5) 

Touch Cursor 
Touch cursor was found to be the most difficult to use among 
the three. Only patient users with a systematic approach com
pleted the task. A number of users wanted to freeze the live 
view. Even after discovering an object, users struggled to keep 
the device steady enough to locate it. 

Actually, touching the screen is pretty good. It’s a way 
to say, ‘Hey, stop chattering, I’m looking for something 
right now.’... So in this case, if you were to freeze the 
image, that would be good. (P11) 

While I’m moving the phone around, the live view is 
changing, so I might miss the text on the screen. (P8) 

Sometimes, the user’s grip would interfere with their success. 
For example, one participant never explored the bottom part 
of the screen. Participants also expressed the difficulty of 
looking for information on the screen when they had no notion 
of where the information was. 

I think it would be much easier, if instead of me sliding 
my fingers around on the phone... that it would just read 
it out. Because I have no idea where the text is. (P2) 

It would be nice to get a little more feedback for hot 
and cold... or if the phone would vibrate the closer I get 
to something... because right now, it’s just a tiny little 
screen in the dark! (P3) 

Task: Interpret Documents and Signs 
In this task, we aim to answer the question, “Can users lever
age window cursor, touch cursor, or finger cursor to interpret 
documents and signs?” The results suggest that touch cursor 
is the best among the three, with 5 most prefer, 2 neutral, and 
2 least prefer. 

Window Cursor 
Window cursor was not found to be very effective for this task. 
Users mentioned that it was not clear whether the camera was 
capturing the whole page, or only a fraction of the page. The 
high density of entities recognized made the users’ attempts 
to interpret documents ineffective. 



You have to balance between density and truncating the 
text with the edge of the window, then you have to figure 
out how to scan it. (P3) 

Moving along a row to gather table data was nearly impossible 
for most users, and they frequently had to guess the date/time 
based on ordering of audio output. 

If it somehow can build a summary of what it thinks is 
important, that’s good, but otherwise it has to read the 
whole thing. (P11) 

Users were generally better at holding the device upright rather 
than perfectly flat. Users became fatigued by this task, and 
came up with creative ways to stabilize the device. 

Finger Cursor 
Users struggled not to occlude what they were attempting to 
read (especially if the document was not at chest height). 

It seems to see my finger, but it’s only reading small parts 
of stuff. (P8) 

The desire to physically touch the flyers also caused users to 
stand too close to the bulletin. Users saw no value in pointing 
at specific sections of flyers because they did not know or care 
about page layout. Pointing at blank spaces and the edges of 
documents was a common mistake. It was not obvious that 
aiming for the top-center of a page might read the title. 

If it takes too long to figure out, I’ll probably just ask 
somebody... It’s about getting things done, not about 
proving to the rest of the world that I can do this. (P5) 

Touch cursor 
Framing the task in a public setting caused users to worry 
about negative social judgment, and they reiterated the desire 
to capture a photo then walk away. 

Is there a way to freeze the image? Then you could sit 
down and quietly explore... I would like to just take a 
screenshot and not take other people’s time. (P5) 

It’s a little different in a coffee shop - people are going 
to wonder what the heck she’s doing all hunched over. 
(P12) 

Because text density was high, multiple entities would be 
selected and read out sequentially. Output was often garbled 
because of errors with OCR and text truncated by the camera’s 
field-of-view. Shifts in users’ body position compounded 
problems caused by latency. Such reasons add additional 
difficulty to reading documents and signs. 

You have to move and hold still, it takes a lot of patience, 
because you move and you stop... then you move again, 
and you stop. It’s like traffic: stop and go. (P1) 

I find that moving my finger on the screen is throwing the 
orientation off, so because I’m fighting with it so much, 
I’m not noticing how much I’m moving the device. (P3) 

Task: Read Labels and Enter Data on an Appliance 
In this task, we aim to answer the question, “Can users leverage 
window cursor, touch cursor, or finger cursor to read labels 

and enter data?” The results suggest that finger cursor is the 
best among the three, with 6 most prefer and 2 neutral. 

Window cursor 
Users did not trust the mental model created only by proprio
ception (kinesthetic awareness). 

Something blind people don’t understand is how much 
or how little the camera can see, so we don’t know how 
much we need to move the camera. (P12) 

Latency caused scanning such a small area to be very difficult, 
and multiple buttons would often be read at once. Holding the 
device closer to the panel yielded the best results, but users 
who were unfamiliar with the device model did not know on 
which side the camera was located. 

I’m having a hard time figuring out what the camera is 
capturing when I move it like that [waves device around 
in the air]. (P4) 

You have to find the exact place, hold still, then find the 
button. (P7) 

Finger Cursor 
Unsurprisingly, users were the most confident and satisfied 
with this interaction for appliance usage. 

I’m more sure I’m pressing the right button. (P7) 

It’s more tactile... Doing stuff on the screen, you still 
have to work through the screen to get to what you want, 
but if you’re actually touching it, and it’s telling you 
what you’re interacting with, it’s immediately much more 
useful. (P3) 

It was the preferred method, but users still felt lost at times. 
Alignment and occlusion were the biggest hindrances to us
ability. Users did not instinctively realize that OCR could not 
recognize text directly beneath their finger. 

How do I know if I’m covering the thing that I want to 
press? (P11) 

On some panels, you can’t really touch the buttons... 
since you might activate something. So that would be 
dangerous. And of course, because your finger will have 
to be below the actual control... I guess it’s just some
thing we would have to figure out... app should give you 
instructions... (P5) 

Touch Cursor 
Most users thought this method would be helpful in creating a 
mental blueprint of the panel. 

Because I have to translate what’s on the screen to what’s 
on the board, a lot of that relational information is going 
to be lost..., but that would give a good overview of how 
the control panel is laid out. (P1) 

The active window created by touching the screen was larger 
than the entities themselves, so the output was sometimes 
interpreted as contradictory and untrustworthy. Users also 
found it hard to capture the entire panel using the camera, and 
the mapping between screen and panel was not intuitive. Users 



had slightly more success if they rested the edge of the device 
on the table to prevent unintentional shifts in the field-of-view. 

Oh. Now I need to figure out where it is on the control 
panel? That is going to be totally impossible. (P5) 

I could find everything, but it was hard to know the rela
tionship between the screen and the panel. (P7) 

Task: Learn About Surroundings 
In this task, we aim to answer the question, “Can users lever
age window cursor, touch cursor, or finger cursor to learn 
about their surroundings?” Exploring a 3D space was very 
slow because users needed to scan both vertically and horizon
tally. In addition to the original window cursor, we added a 
variation in which the window cursor shape is a vertical slit 
box in the middle of the screen (Figure 2b and Figure 3b). We 
also included the vertical window cursor as a fourth method 
in this task. Users preferred the vertical window cursor the 
most among the four methods. Finger cursor yielded the worst 
results because of latency, occlusion, and lack of confidence 
in the technique. Users hoped that the cursors could be used 
in combination with other environmental cues to provide addi
tional information. We also observed that the “entity-in-view” 
earcon was less helpful for entities at a distance, and that 
holding the phone in one place was very hard. 

The beep-beep-beep thing is not useful... It’s telling me 
that there is text when I can’t find the text. It seems to 
find text everywhere! (P11) 

Too slow and not enough feedback as to hot or cold, 
getting closer or away from whatever information that 
is causing the screen to beep... so I now have to hunt 
for that, and then once I find it, I have to interpret the 
position of the screen with what’s in front of me, so... yea, 
I didn’t like that interaction at all. (P3) 

Feedback From Low Vision Users 
We observed high completion rates for low vision users. All 
users were able to complete the tasks using at least one method. 
Window cursor was the least preferred, touch cursor the most, 
and finger cursor had the highest potential. Reading text was 
inherently the most difficult task for low vision users. Both 
finger cursor and touch cursor were perceived as highly promis
ing for reading documents and signs as well as for confirming 
control panel layout. 

Latency became a more obvious issue for low vision users. 
Finger cursors are relatively intuitive for low vision users to 
pick up. In contrast to blind users, the feedback provided by 
the finger cursor is used for confirmation rather than infor
mation. Low vision users did not encounter issues related to 
aligning the camera, avoiding occlusion, or correctly targeting 
the field-of-view. 

Feedback on the Visual Interface 
Low vision users thought the overlay was too dark, or com
pletely unnecessary. Users also wanted to change the size, 
shape, or scale of the window. 

Oh, I found one... That’s purely by chance though, be
cause when I look through this, it’s so much darker that I 
can’t see anything at all. (P9) 

On-screen text was too small to be helpful, and it made entity-
dense views more difficult to understand. The contrast of some 
entities was not sufficient. Users found that inconsistency 
in the assignment of colors to entities added to the visual 
noise. False positives with finger pointing were found to be 
problematic. 

I can barely read that... The contrast of these make a big 
difference, so whatever the blue one is, I can’t see it at 
all. (P9) 

There are so many boxes and so many colors that are 
overlapping one another. When I try to touch one, my 
finger is too fat, and I can’t get the one [I want]. (P6) 

Feedback on the Auditory Output 
Users reported that the “entity-in-view” earcon was unneces
sary since entity boxes appeared on the screen. “Finger-in
view” earcon was further redundant since the user could see 
the window, but not their finger. Users wanted more instruction 
on occlusion and framing. 

The sounds are clear, but they’re not helpful. (P10) 

It would be nice if it gave you a little more guidance... 
any time you were doing something that’s not optimal. 
(P9) 

Feedback on the Physical Interaction 
Window cursor was the least preferred method. 

It’s less efficient because there are multiple rectangles on 
the screen, and now I have to get the white rectangle over 
one of the colored boxes. It seems like it’s redundant. 
(P6) 

It might be nice to zoom in a bit, especially if the words 
were smaller. (P10) 

I would like to be able to choose the whole paper, and 
not just one area. (P9) 

All of the low vision users thought pinching the screen to zoom 
might improve usability. Similar to blind users, low vision 
users also expected the number read out to be the number 
beneath their finger. False positives and latency while pointing 
their fingers were frustrating for users. 

For touch cursor, users needed to be instructed to touch and 
hold, rather than just tap the boxes. 

Until you instructed me to hold down longer than I’m 
used to, it was a bit confusing. I thought, just tap and let 
go. (P6) 

Because entities move on the screen as the camera moves, 
selection of the desired entity with touch cursor was difficult. 

I can see the dates, but because these keep jumping 
around so much, I can’t actually get them to be read 
out. For a person who’s blind, that’s totally unusable. 
(P10) 



Social Acceptability 
Social acceptability emerges as a theme from the task sessions 
and interviews. Our participants also expressed concerns about 
safety when adopting new tools. Some users revealed that they 
will not adopt a tool that would make them appear significantly 
different from their peers. 

Not to mention, you’re going to look weird to other people. 
If a blind person randomly starts pointing their finger, 
people are going to think, ‘Oh, what is this guy doing?’... 
You don’t want to stand out from the crowd for making 
strange gestures. (P5) 

It’s also a safety issue. I would be concerned if I were 
a blind person, and I was walking down the street, that 
someone would just grab [my phone] and steal it. (P9) 

People would stare...I don’t know if I’m pointing at a 
person or what. They would be like, ‘Why is this person 
pointing at me?’... I would be afraid of that. (P11) 

Key Takeaways 
In the study we found that different cursor methods are more 
effective for different tasks. Window cursor works well for 
locating objects on larger surfaces, but does not work well for 
small and fine-grained tasks. Blind users generally liked this 
one the most, because it was the simplest to use, and required 
the least amount of coordination. Finger cursor works well for 
accessing appliance control panels, but does not work well for 
pointing at remote objects in the 3D space. Most blind users 
needed good instructions for this method, though finger cursor 
is the most intuitive for low vision users. Touch cursor works 
well for understanding the layout of a scene or document, but 
does not work well when mapping the on-screen locations is 
required to take actions on real-world objects (e.g., grabbing an 
object, pushing a button). We also summarize the key concepts 
emerged from the task sessions and subsequent interviews: 

•	 Familiarity with concepts of visual perception correlates to 
improved technique, greater patience, and higher success. 
Users who recently lost their sight find these interactions 
the most intuitive. 

•	 Users believe the cursor methods are complementary and 
context-specific. Users believe a single task or scenario 
could benefit from multiple cursor methods used together. 

•	 All cursor methods are potentially useful. But without 
guidance, they are too difficult to be valuable. 

•	 Not all cursor methods should be triggered or detected auto
matically. Users enjoy a sense of control over their technol
ogy, and view cursors as an actively-triggered tool. 

•	 The effectiveness of the interaction model depends on the 
form factor, and needs further validation. Most users ex
pressed concerns for negative social judgment and personal 
safety while using the cursor methods. 

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The study revealed how blind people interacted with the three 
cursor methods. We identified system limitations, blind peo
ple’s pain points and concerns. This informs future design that 

could better leverage and combine cursor-based interactions 
to support access to visual information in the real world. 

Prerequisites for Cursor Usability 
Blind participants found the system delay slowed them down 
and prevented them from interacting with the objects more 
intuitively. For blind users to interact with real world objects 
using cursor techniques in real time, recognition latency needs 
to be reduced, e.g. 0.1s according to approximate response 
time limits for instantaneous feedback1 . 

The OCR recognizer’s performance is quite poor for angled 
text, and often result in truncated and nonsensical output. In 
order for cursor interactions to work when the user is actively 
moving the device at different angles, robust recognition of 
angled and tilted text is necessary. Furthermore, other com
puter vision recognizers described earlier will be explored in 
future prototypes. 

Consistent with prior work, providing additional feedback 
on the aiming of the camera would make the interactions 
more usable. One approach is to add edge detection for signs, 
documents, and panels, and provide feedback when the camera 
is not properly aligned. Alternatively, proper images can be 
automatically selected and used for recognition. 

Auditory Feedback 
Users found the earcons to be confusing. To improve the audio 
feedback for novice users, the “entity-in-view” earcon could be 
replaced with verbal hints, potentially with different styles of 
TTS or earcons of varied frequencies to indicate the distances 
of entities rather than the binary choice of playing or not 
playing an earcon. The “finger-in-view” earcon, from users’ 
feedback, should be replaced with “finger-not-in-view,” since 
warning the user when their finger is not properly aligned in 
the camera view might be more helpful. Furthermore, earcons 
should generally be more pleasant and expressive. 

Cursor Interactions 
Cursors help users actively seek information based on their 
needs, instead of passively receiving information of the entire 
environment. Future designs can enable blind people to have 
more control over what information they can get, or what they 
want to learn about their surroundings. For window cursor, the 
current “window” box could be replaced with a pinch-to-zoom 
or resizable window model, or by a “window” with a larger 
viewfinder frame. (We kept the cursor region the same for 
direct comparison in our study.) 

Since users reported that finger cursor is less intuitive, we 
could provide a tutorial, and verify user’s technique before 
enabling the cursor mode. Skin tone calibration could also be 
added to the finger detection algorithm to increase accuracy. 
To solve the occlusion problem of fingers, techniques such 
as keeping a memory of the entities in the scene, and using 
reference images for matching would help (e.g., VizLens [8]). 

For touch cursor, we found that it is not natural for the user to 
map the position of the entity on the screen to the location of 
1https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ 
response-times-3-important-limits/ 

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/response-times-3-important-limits/
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/response-times-3-important-limits/


the real world object, in order to take actions such as pushing a 
button or grabbing an object. However, this method does help 
with understanding the relative layout of different objects on 
the same document or scene. Therefore, it might be beneficial 
to apply touch cursor on still photographs or scans, and offer a 
touch-to-freeze or touch-to-save model. For example, after the 
user scans a document, they could use touch cursor to navigate 
the document. Furthermore, the user could take a picture or 
a panorama of a scene, and use touch cursor to explore the 
layout of different objects, similar to RegionSpeak [28]. 

For many tasks, users’ ideal output would be an intelligent 
and well-formed summary, which they could probe for more 
details if needed, as mentioned by P1, P3, P9, P11, and P12. 
This points to the need of providing both target information 
and context-relevant information at the same time [23]. We 
could explore adding a search feature in the tool that enables 
users to look for specific information within a larger context. 

Social Acceptability 
An important theme in participant comments was social ac
ceptability. The findings suggest that when designing tools 
for blind and low vision users, in addition to technical feasi
bility and efficiency, social acceptability is also a key factor. 
This was not emphasized in prior work. We see research or 
commercial systems fail to consider social acceptability when 
designing interaction methods. For example, OrCam [18] 
users point their finger at or on an object they want to recog
nize, then pull it away for a picture to be snapped, which may 
not be appropriate for targeting remote objects in public. In 
future work, we need to further investigate this adoption issue, 
and ensure blind and low vision users do not feel awkward, 
obtrusive, or self-conscious. 

Combination of Multiple Cursor Methods 
From the study, we realized that for many use cases, applying 
a combination of multiple modes might be more helpful for 
the user. For example, when trying to access an appliance 
control panel, they could first scan the control panel, and use 
touch cursor to explore and familiarize themselves with the 
layout of the interface, then use the finger cursor mode to 
access the buttons. When trying to find an object on a table, 
it would be helpful to first get an idea of the available objects 
and their relative layout with touch cursor, then use window 
cursor to locate a specific one. When trying to read a bulletin 
board, it would be helpful to first find the specific poster they 
are interested in with window/finger cursor, then scan it and 
use touch cursor to explore the document. Finally, when 
walking in an unfamiliar environment, it would be helpful to 
first know an overview of the things around them, then use 
vertical window cursor to guide them to the direction of a 
specific one. In this case, they could wear the device in a 
lanyard so they do not need to hold it. 

If applying a combination of multiple cursor modes would 
be more helpful, having the users manually switch between 
them might be cumbersome, especially when they are wearing 
the device and their hands are busy holding a cane or guide 
dog. Therefore, automatically switching between cursor-based 
interaction modes could be interesting to explore. For example, 

as soon as they take the device out of the lanyard and hold 
it up with their hand, window cursor could be automatically 
selected. Then, if they show their hand in the field of view 
of the camera, finger cursor could be launched, if the user 
touches the screen or start dragging their finger across the 
screen, touch cursor could be triggered. 

CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we implemented three cursor-based interactions 
that have been explored in prior work individually, to help 
blind users access targeted information from visual scenes. 
We conducted a thorough study to evaluate and compare the 
three cursors across four tasks that are representative of daily 
routines. The study reveals that different cursor methods are 
effective for different tasks. More specifically, we found that 
window cursor works well for locating objects on large sur
faces; finger cursor works well for accessing appliance control 
panels; and touch cursor works well for understanding spatial 
layouts. A combination of multiple techniques will likely be 
best for supporting a variety of everyday tasks for blind users. 
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